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Due to continued risk and uncertainty presented by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Haystack’s typical approach to in-person, hands-on summer programming pivot-
ed into an epic roster of synchronous online workshops, demos, artist talks, and 
panel discussions during the Spring and Summer seasons of 2021.   An added 
dimension to this innovative approach to building a remote program in service to 
contemporary craft practice and pedagogy was the integration of writing work-
shops for artists, art educators, and arts enthusiasts.  Classes designed – in one 
way or another - to have its students connect with material and making, but in a 
roundabout way: with words.

Word Usage was one of the online writing course options available; a communi-
ty-centric workshop designed to think about personal making practices through 
three different approaches to writing, tethered to three different session themes, 
and taking place over three Zoom sessions during three spectacularly warm eve-
nings of August 2021.  

A handful of strangers met each other for the first time online on August 12 and 
dove right into the content.  Their conversations were rich, the camaraderie was 
sincere and receptive, their work was illuminating. The course’s pace was short, 
but determined. And each evening session went by very quick.  Almost too quick.  
Regardless, Word Usage asked everyone involved to investigate the multi-facet-
ed organisms that their respective craft fields and personal practices are through 
various writing exercises and projects.  Activities that would then invite further 
conversation between the group on topics of shared appeal (which would often 
influence more writing direction).  

They wore many hats in the work they did.  They explored various corners of 
thinking about their relationship to making through several ways in which writing 
exists: in lists, critical assessment, field journalism, the opinion piece, short stories, 
poetry, and the experimental.  All different lenses with which to examine this craft 
thing through.  A variety of methods engaged to help them explore its various 
parts, as well as their individual relationships to it.  Hopefully it planted new seeds 
of understanding to what they do, how they do it, and/or why.  But even more im-
portantly, the hope is that each of them developed a deeper love and admiration 
for the role that words and writing might have in fully comprehending who they 
are and what more they could potentially become as practicing artists.

The group that composed Word Usage included Kitty Black, Jerre Davidson, 
Kira Keck, Kari Merkl, Myra Mimlitsch-Gray, David Schnuckel, and Susan White. 
The workshop consisted of three individual sessions built around three individual 
themes: craft as noun, craft as verb, and craft as code.  Each theme exercised a 
certain kind of creative thinking, fixed around a focal point within contemporary 
craft practice, and culminated in a certain kind of writing(s).

Thank you, Haystack, for bringing all of us together in the various ways you did in 
this remote approach to supporting creative engagement and community build-
ing during such an upside down time.

The following are selections of work the Word Usage group had cerated during 
their time together as part of the 2021 Haystack online program. 

Use Your Fore            (s)















v i s c o u s   (see key theme as…) 

 
 
 
 
poised like rock bone hard 
 
sticky thick like pudge drizzle  
 
gush like tears hurt spilled 
 
 
 



v i s c o u s   2    
(revise by chance-based rearrangement) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

v i s c o u s   3    
 (collaborate with chance-based rearrangement in no more than 5 modifications) 

 
 
 

heart like rock drizzle 
 

hard spilled tears like thick bone pudge 
 

hurt like sticky gush 
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